Round one, questions about the challenge

- Will everything be open-sourced?
- Will there be a list of requirements of other teams, how they want to use SSI and what they are building?
- How will The bounty mechanism work? And will there also be an overall winner apart from the bounties?
- Do the teams have to cover all 20 challenges or make it more COTS?
- Are we allowed to develop code before the hackathon?
- Any IP transfer required?
- What SSI ecosystems are people using generally?
- The challenge says we should aim for solutions other teams will use. How do you think this should work? From Odyssey Connect I have the feelings other teams are not interested that
- How much of the existing code (built before the challenge started) can be used?
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- Is MinBZK (RViG) not involved today?
- How are you expecting networks to be bridged?
- Are the provided building blocks a requirement?
- Is there any SSI platform/project that you suggest to use or you are currently collaborating with in Dutch Blockchain Coalition?
- What are the success criteria?
- Can we have more info about AssetID please?
- At what point will a solution be considered "SSI"? There are few true SSI use cases live (if any) around the globe.
- You mentioned 3 challenges that use SSI, could you specify which 3?
- Are you making "Haal centraal" available?
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What about mutually sovereign identity? We don't exist in a vacuum!

From a scale of 1-10 how likely is it (given a fully scalable solution is built) that anything sees meaningful implementation within the next year?

Is it mandatory to have legal organisation in the ecosystem to make the SSI as per this challenge. What about P2P SSI?

Will there be a legal assessment of the winning solutions?

What are the selection criteria to be picked as a team for the hackathon?

How can I be a JEDI on SSI?

What is your dream outcome for this track?

How you guys expect us to deliver something to other teams "working the same days as them"?

Will there be an overview of teams participating in the hackathon? And on which track they are participating?
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Where’s the line between a running start and a full solution built over the course of the previous month?

If others are not judged on identity part, what’s the incentive to work with the SSI teams?